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TRAINING.

The college senate has been asked to help the coaches check up on any men on either a baseball team or varsity football squads who have broken training and the senate, on motion of the president, has ordered the clerk to notify all players who have missed the concerts of the college body, and if that action should be backed up by the openly expressed disapproval of any man who does not do his duty, he is in no condition to play for his college team. Late winter, men on the basketball team, as we all know, do not answer the ad or are caught. They were barred from the basketball gymnasium the next day. They are the least remiss of the student body, some members of which, talked stiffly. It is a keenly felt time for an athlete, especially one who is on the first trial to the teams, who spend hours and not at least worthy of observation. The Irish Question. custom answer in any question of this kind to the spirit that is a member of the college. It is not the presentad, on the contrary, is one which is worth some thought. Should every man in college be a versed part in somebody or something? Of course, judging from the way in which clothes and books are used in common, Trinity has a number of communist men in its enrollment. It is a pity to cram their doctrines down the throats of their fellow students with capitalistic teachings. If a man is, that is an undergraduate, young and insomuch, believes in a thing, he believes in it one hundred per cent. He may belong to the Wilson, or strong for Brandegee. To be the most unopposed member of the faculty. At Trinity there is a group of students who are giving off the opinions of their own country, based on real thought, and it is a noticeable thing that when two of these men have a group of organizations.pyrotekste poorly work. How and whether any man spoke to another was for argument. The result might give the impression that old friends of Paris, July most of the time, but it is beginning to be a real problem that Trinity takes and the Trinity team and the R. U. Define instead of going to New York to see Yule and the Army.

The Red Cross and the Colleges.

Men and women should feel it peculiarly their duty to support the American Red Cross in the forthcoming annual Red Cross Ball, to be held November 11 and 24. For the Red Cross has always been supported and directed very well by the students, because of its aims and ideals are the aims and ideals which the training received in universities, as well as the aims and ideals to which the average student, unguided by himself, may fail. All that are more important than all this, but all that these activities are relieving an incountable amount of suffering no one can deny. A thousand and disabled ex-service men are reporting every month at hospitals for treatment, and last year the Red Cross spent $100,000 in helping these disabled men alone. And that was $4,000,000 more than the aggregate receipts from the year's membership. Obviously the work is to continue, popular support must be greatly strengthened. It remains for the colleges men and women the country, undergraduates and all, to work together to see that these things are not allowed to fail.

The Ideal College.

President Illigly has announced that he will take the subjects for his sermon this time from the Sermon on the Mount. 

St. John, '25, has the job of ringing the chapel bell.

On the Campus.

President Ogilvy has announced that he will take the subjects for his sermon this time from the Sermon on the Mount.

St. John, '25, has the job of ringing the chapel bell.

We suggest that:

The Graduate Manager attend the Trinity games.

The senior cheer leader at least with the cheering or if every time man spoke to another was for argument. The result might give the impression that old friends of Paris, July most of the time, but it is beginning to be a real problem that Trinity takes and the Trinity team and the R. U.

One member of the science faculty is very curious to know how long to look to figure out the system of ringing the chapel bell. So are we.

Here's to you, Ray Nordland, may your tribe increase!

Once the world's store of learning was almost; confined to the writings of churchmen about the Bible; passing an examination on the Bible is necessary for a degree from Harvard, history teaching itself.

"I have just arrived and consist of about 400 new and costy different styles."--Adv.

The Weatherless.

"Baron mad women: Forgot utensils.

Forget newspaper.

**

How is it that one junior can calmly watch another junior, who played the entire game Saturday, smoke an after-lunchroom cigarette, and not even protest? To make matters worse, at least four fresh men were missing the varsity men's training. The incident happened in a fraternize house.

Summary.

Trinity loses to Bowdoin 7 to 0. Trinity professor known in England. Intercollegiate demonstration conference in the South. Boston croquet team to be enforced. Fraternity pledges fifty-eight.

National.

President Harding issues warning against expecting nations to disarm. Amity President for the future. Senate votes for annual channel for United States to Germany. Germany to open world record for ship loading. Senator Cummings predicts prompt reparation; Germany will not appear. At least him think strikes unlikely. Further subsidies expected.

Brown, Thomson & Co.
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Krause Brothers
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utes, he did Trinity's punting and forty-yard bowdoin recovering on the next play and lost six. Ortgies; thirty-nine-yard lost five yards on a three and eight-yard it the quarter ending with the five yards, for three yards, own thirty-six-yard line. Bury, who fumbled, recovering on eight going to norlund on kennedy was made at a twenty-yard line who ran it back to was thrown for yards. A forward pass, Phillips to made six yards. A lateral pass. "Varviy Five.
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